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UPON REHEARING 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now come the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) and the Environmental Law and 

Policy Center (“ELPC”), pursuant to Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce 

Commission (“ICC” or “the Commission”), 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 200, and pursuant 

to the briefing schedule established by the Administrative Law Judges (“ALJs”), to file 

this Reply Brief in the above captioned proceeding.  This proceeding is a review of the 

revised Smart Grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure Deployment Plan ("Revised AMI 

Plan") filed by the Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren,” the “Company,” or “AIC”) 

under Section 16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) on June 28, 2012.  Under the 

new Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”), Public Act 97-616, as modified 

by Public Act 97-646, Ameren is now obligated to invest $360,000,000 in transmission 

modernization, distribution system improvements and “Smart Grid electric system 

upgrades,” as a result of the company’s election to recover its delivery services rates 

under a performance-based formula rate tariff.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5.  Ameren’s Initial 

AMI Plan, filed on March 30, 2012, was rejected by the ICC on May 29, 2012.  Ameren 

filed a request for rehearing, which was granted on July 11, 2012.  This Revised AMI 
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Plan represents Ameren’s proposal to guide the multi-million dollar investments required 

for Ameren to remain a “participating utility” under the Energy Infrastructure 

Modernization Act (“EIMA”). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION/STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The ALJs memorandum supporting Ameren’s request for rehearing noted that 

rehearing provides the opportunity for the Commission to “secure the benefits of 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure for Ameren’s customers.”  Memo. to the Commission 

at 2, ICC Docket No. 12-0244 (July 2, 2012).  In stark contrast, Ameren believes that  

The Plan is meant to be a roadmap of the utility’s vision, strategy and 
schedule for deploying AMI technology in its service territory over the 
next ten years.  It is not intended to be a guarantee of any level of costs or 
savings.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 1.   

It is true that neither Ameren, nor its Revised AMI Plan as filed commits to 

guarantee costs or savings from AMI related investment – the most significant EIMA 

investment that AIC will make.  See AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 6.  Ameren’s customers 

are in fact guaranteeing that Ameren’s costs will be recovered yet the Company has not 

guaranteed that the benefits will be realized.  How Ameren can claim that this proceeding 

is where the Commission must determine whether Ameren’s AMI investments “will 

result in operational, customer and societal benefits that exceed the costs associated with 

the AMI investments,” yet also claim that the Company need not demonstrate how 

implementation of its Revised AMI Plan will result in those benefits is beyond 

comprehension.  See AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 6 (emphasis added).  Ameren states that 

“this proceeding allows AIC to demonstrate to the Commission that AIC can deploy AMI 

technology to its customers in a cost beneficial manner.”  Id.  For the Company, that 
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means the Commission need not consider “all of the Intervenors’ far-flung agendas.”  

AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 3. 

The Intervenors “far-flung agendas” represent the concerns of the stakeholders 

Ameren seeks to engage.  These concerns are not far-flung; they are based in the 

concerns expressed here in Illinois, in this docket and other proceedings like the ISGC in 

which CUB/ELPC participated.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 40.  None of these concerns 

are new – nor is Ameren’s refusal to consider all suggestions save their own as being 

outside the scope of the utility’s responsibility and this proceeding.  Rather than co-

opting Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan, CUB/ELPC are seeking, along with other 

Intervenors, some sign that Ameren is in fact intending to work with stakeholders to 

address their concerns.  Ameren has never asked to discuss their AMI planning process 

with CUB, or ELPC, to the knowledge of CUB/ELPC witness Mr. Thomas, nor has any 

Intervernor presented evidence of discussions with Ameren.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 

37..  Without any record to show the Company actually intends to ask stakeholders their 

concerns, much less address those concerns, CUB/ELPC remain convinced that the only 

way implementation of Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan could be considered cost-beneficial 

is if the Commission orders Ameren to work with the very stakeholders upon which a 

successful implementation depends. 

The question here is:  does Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan have to show numbers 

that are cost-beneficial – a one-time analysis of costs and benefits – or does the 

implementation of that Plan have to be cost-beneficial – which includes by necessity an 

assessment of how the utility intends to deploy this technology?  CUB/ELPC believe that 

implementation is the crucial point because it is the question posed by the EIMA and the 
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answer AIC customers deserve to know before they begin funding a multi-million dollar 

investment.  So the question before the Commission is really whether the Commission 

can trust AIC to do what they say in the plan, how they say they will do it, when they say 

they will do it. 

Ameren attempts to divert attention from the basic insufficiency of their Revised 

AMI Plan by placing the burden of proof on CUB and ELPC to calculate the alternative 

benefits that CUB and ELPC believe will result from implementation of Ameren’s 

Revised AMI Plan.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 11-12, 13.  But CUB and ELPC are not a 

participating utility that is required to file an advanced metering infrastructure 

deployment plan.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c).  CUB and ELPC did not petition the 

Commission to rehear whether implementation of their AMI Deployment Plan would be 

cost-beneficial.  Instead of shifting the burden evident in the law, the Commission should 

follow the plain language of the EIMA and the Commission’s practice under that law and 

hold Ameren to the standard intended by the General Assembly, that implementation of 

Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan will produce more benefits for Ameren’s customers than it 

will cost them.  The record shows in this case, in this rehearing, that Ameren’s Revised 

AMI Plan cannot be approved unless the ICC orders Ameren to commit to the steps 

necessary to ensure that the purported benefits will likely be realized. 

 

II. WHETHER IMPLEMENTATION OF AMEREN ILLINOIS AMI PLAN 
PRESENTED ON REHEARING WILL BE COST BENEFICIAL 

 
B. CUB and ELPC Recommendations 
 

1. The Commission Should Order AIC to Modify the AMI Plan 
Through a Collaborative Workshop Process 
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Ameren objects to CUB/ELPC’s proposal to hold a collaborative workshop 

process to modify the plan as CUB/ELPC recommend.  Ameren Init. Br. on Reh’g at 24.  

The suggestion that Ameren’s plan be modified through a collaborative process simply 

builds upon the collaborative processes which have been used in the past to discuss issues 

around AMI implementation: the ComEd AMI workshop process which designed the 

AMI Pilot and the Illinois Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative.  CUB Ex. 2.0 RH at 39-

40.  As Ameren points out, the EIMA already calls for Ameren to engage with the Smart 

Grid Advisory Council (“SGAC”) throughout the implementation of the Plan.  Id.  

CUB/ELPC’s suggestion builds upon this provision and simply makes explicit on what 

topics the Company should consult the SGAC, and that the SGAC process be structured 

so as to reach a broader range of stakeholders.   

The question before the Commission is whether Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan, as 

implemented, will deliver benefits to Ameren’s customers which exceed the costs to 

Ameren’s customers.  CUB/ELPC’s suggested collaboration is intended as a means to 

ensure that as much as possible, the implementation of the Revised AMI Plan will in fact 

deliver benefits which exceed the costs.  This is because the collaboration is intended to 

address the very issues Ameren would put off for several years: the addition of new 

dynamic pricing programs, the use of a voltage optimization programs, implementation 

of customer education programs, interconnection of distributed generation and whether or 

not alternative deployment scenarios should be considered.  By no means does 

CUB/ELPC pretend to have the answers – as Ameren has pointed out, CUB/ELPC does 

not suggest an alternative cost-benefit analysis, for example.  However, it’s equally clear 

that Ameren does not have all the answers either.  It is clear that other Intervenors – the 
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People of the State of Illinois, Comverge – have all raised a host of issues which Ameren 

perceives as outside the scope of a proceeding approving or disapproving of the 

Company’s Revised AMI Plan.  The best means for the Commission to approve 

Ameren’s AMI Plan for the purposes of the EIMA, and to ensure that the concerns of the 

parties in this proceeding are addressed, is to instruct Ameren to make use of the structure 

the EIMA provides.  The Commission should direct Ameren to collaborate with the 

SGAC on the specific modifications recommended by CUB/ELPC and the concerns of 

other parties raised in this proceeding.   

2. The Commission Should Order AIC to Commit to Voltage 
Optimization as a Core AMI Function 

Ameren has agreed to share the results of its voltage optimization pilot program 

with CUB/ELPC and other stakeholders, along with ICC Staff, through a report 

evaluating the pilot expected to be completed in March 2013.  Ameren Init. Br. on Reh’g 

at 22.  At that time, Ameren states it will analyze the pilot results and make a 

determination on how to further deploy and enhance voltage optimization.  Id.  

CUB/ELPC ask that the Commission review the results of the pilot, and if those results 

show that the investment in a voltage optimization program would be cost-beneficial for 

Ameren’s customers, the Commission should order Ameren to expand the pilot program 

and consider voltage optimization a core functionality of the Company’s AMI 

deployment.    

3. The Commission Should Require AIC to Offer a Time Of Use 
(“TOU”) Rate and Consider Other Dynamic Pricing 

All of the Intervenors who testified in this case have pointed out that the benefits 

Ameren claims for its customers rely heavily on the use of dynamic pricing programs.  

See CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 17-18, AG Ex. 1.0 RH at 8, Staff Ex. 5.0 at 3-8; Comverge 
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Ex. 1.0RH at 4.  Despite Ameren’s suggestions to the contrary, CUB and ELPC did not 

separately analyze the numbers behind Ameren’s proposed costs and benefits from 

demand response programs not because CUB and ELPC do not believe in the benefits of 

these programs but because they simply do not see how deployment of AMI will achieve 

those benefits without any commitment, by any party, to offer additional dynamic pricing 

programs. 

As the AG argues in its Initial Brief on Rehearing, Ameren has overstated the 

benefits associated with its proposed demand response programs since Ameren has little 

or no ability to achieve those benefits or retain control over achieving those benefits.  AG 

Init. Br. on Reh’g at 8.  As Comverge witness Frank Lacey testified, “there’s an 

economic problem” with third-party suppliers providing Peak Time Rebate (“PTR”), 

Critical Peak Pricing (“CPP”) and Direct Load Control (“DLC”) programs, and that for 

residential customers, “it really doesn’t work.”  Tr. At 211.  Neither Ameren nor the ICC 

have control over whether alternative suppliers offer dynamic rate structures and Ameren 

refuses to commit to any.  

As discussed in CUB/ELPC’s Initial Brief on Rehearing, while Ameren’s Revised 

AMI Plan includes a description of how Ameren will develop and implement the 

statutorily required Peak Time Rebate (“PTR”) Program, the same Revised AMI Plan  

describes “Enhanced Rate Options and Services” as a “potential enhancement” that will 

be evaluated.  AIC Ex. 2.1RH at 9.  Nevertheless, Ameren witness Mr. Abba testified that 

quantifying benefits resulting from dynamic pricing “is necessary in order to sufficiently 

prove a 62% electric only AMI deployment within 10 years is cost-beneficial.”  AIC Ex. 

3.0RH at 5.   
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Despite this reliance on dynamic pricing to achieve demand response benefits 

and, in turn, to render Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan cost-beneficial, Ameren does not 

intend to offer any additional dynamic pricing program aside from the PTR program 

required by the EIMA and the Power Smart Pricing Program already offered by the 

Company.  Tr. at 145.  Ameren in fact does not anticipate offering any new dynamic 

pricing program at all within the at least the first three years of AMI implementation.  Id.  

Yet Ameren witness Dr. Faruqui relied upon the offering of several dynamic pricing 

programs, including at least two additional dynamic pricing rates, when he calculated the 

net benefits of demand response, which total over $400 million in his medium scenario.  

Ameren Exhibit 5.0RH, at 8-9, lines 179-197, and Ameren Exhibits 5.3RH, 5.4RH and 

5.6RH.   

In addition to the fact that no party appears likely such a dynamic pricing 

structure, Ameren’s calculations of projected benefits from dynamic pricing do not 

accurately reflect the provision of dynamic rates by third party suppliers.  By and large, 

the “Arc of Price Responsiveness” – the foundation of Dr. Fauqui’s projections of load 

impact – was based on a database of incumbent utilities.  Tr. at 90:3-8.  The Institute for 

Electric Efficiency study, which Dr. Faruqui relied upon for the amount of daily energy 

reduction expected of customers with and without enabling technologies, estimated 

benefits based on a range of utility companies – not ARES.  Tr. at 90:17-91:22; AG Ex. 

1.0 on Reh’g at 25.   

In its Verified Initial Brief, the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”) claims that 

Ameren’s offering of a CPP or TOU rate would subject all eligible customers who 

purchase power as a result of the IPA procurement process to a risk premium.  Verified 
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Init. Br. of the Ill. Power Agency at 21.  The IPA does not cite to any record support for 

this assertion nor any legal authority as to why such an accrual of a risk premium is an 

impermissible result of implementing Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan.2  The General 

Assembly clearly contemplated that Ameren’s customers should enjoy demand response 

programs, and the IPA’s prescribed procurement process includes the express 

consideration of the impact of demand side initiatives.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(b)(2).  

That the IPA must include Ameren’s customers in this statutorily required analysis is no 

reason for the Company not to offer those pricing programs.  Moreover, the IPA does not 

quantify the impact of the risk premium, yet Ameren has repeatedly referred to the 

hundreds of millions of dollars in customer benefits that accrue to Ameren ratepayers due 

to participation in dynamic pricing programs.  Whether those benefits outweigh the costs 

imposed by any risk premium is a valid matter to consider – but the IPA offers no facts in 

the record to make such a comparison. 

The IPA also argues that costs caused by the implementation of CPP or TOU 

tariffs must be segregated, requiring a detailed understanding of the proposed rates.  

Verified Init. Br. of the Ill. Power Agency at 5.  Again, the IPA offers no record citation 

for its factual assertion of the accrual of these costs or the fact that they require 

segregation.  Even assuming those assertions are true, the IPA offers no legal authority 

                                                       
1  CUB has moved to strike portions of the Verified Initial Brief of the Illinois Power 
Agency.  See Motion of the Citizens Utility Bd. to Strike Portions of the Verified Init. Br. 
of the Ill. Power Agency and the Init. Br. on Reh’g of the Ill. Competitive Energy Ass’n, 
ICC Docket 12‐0244 (Oct. 5, 2012) (“CUB Motion to Strike”).  CUB does not waive its 
arguments by responding in this brief to any factual assertions at issue in that motion. 
2 The IPA did not file any testimony in this proceeding, or participate in the evidentiary 
hearing on September 20, 2012.  The IPA’s petition for leave to intervene was filed on 
the same day as the IPA’s Verified Initial Brief on Rehearing.  As such, no party has had a 
chance to rebut the assertions raised in the IPA’s Verified Initial Brief on Rehearing.  
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that would render such segregation impermissible.  Indeed, the Commission has 

segregated the costs of real-time pricing tariffs for Ameren and ComEd, and will need to 

segregate the costs of a PTR tariff upon approval of an AMI deployment plan.   

In its Initial Brief on Rehearing, the Illinois Competitive Energy Association 

(“ICEA”)3 argues that Section 16-108.6 of the PUA does not provide for new products 

and services to end use customers that are to be offered by the utility.  Init. Br. on Reh’g 

of the Ill. Competitive Energy Ass’n, ICC Docket No. 12-0244 (Oct. 3, 2012).  Yet, a 

close inspection of the references to dynamic pricing programs in this subsection of the 

PUA reveals that the General Assembly does not distinguish between utility and 

alternative retail electric suppliers (“ARES”) when describing “benefits,” “Smart Grid,” 

or “Smart Grid functions.”  See 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a).  Given Ameren’s testimony that 

it cannot control what the ARES do or do not offer to AIC’s ratepayers, and given the 

General Assembly’s directive that implementation of Ameren’s AMI Deployment Plan 

must result in more benefits to Ameren’s ratepayers than costs incurred, Ameren’s’ 

inclusion of benefits resulting from dynamic pricing programs necessitates a commitment 

– in this proceeding – from some party to realize the benefits and Smart Grid functions 

the General Assembly expects from AMI investments. 

ICEA also claims that Section 16-103(e) of the PUA prohibits the Commission 

from requiring Ameren to offer any tariffed or competitive service.  Init. Br. on Reh’g of 

the Ill. Competitive Energy Ass’n at 5.  ICEA ignores the General Assembly’s actions 

                                                       
3 CUB has moved to strike portions of the Initial Brief on Rehearing of the Illinois 
Competitive Energy Association.  See CUB Motion to Strike.  CUB does not waive its 
arguments by responding in this brief to any factual assertions at issue in that motion.  
ICEA did not offer any testimony or participate in the September 20, 2012 evidentiary 
hearing, and as such, no party has had an opportunity to rebut their assertions 
regarding the competitive marketplace. 
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since enacting Section 16-103, however, specifically the enactment of the EIMA and the 

requirement that participating utilities with approved AMI deployment plans offer a PTR 

– which is a tariffed, competitive service.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g).  The EIMA 

evinces the General Assembly’s intent to deliver the benefits of dynamic pricing 

programs to Ameren’s ratepayers, and it post-dates the enactment of the prohibition 

contained in Section 16-103(e).  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a).   

Finally, ICEA argues that AIC’s marketing or advertising or offering of a TOU or 

CPP would trigger the Commission’s Integrated Distribution Company Rules (“IDC 

Rules”).  Init. Br. on Reh’g of the Ill. Competitive Energy Ass’n at 6.  Yet, as ICEA itself 

notes, the Commission can and has granted waivers of IDC Rules in multiple instances.  

In Docket 09-0263, the Commission granted ComEd a waiver of the IDC Rules for the 

utility to institute Pilot Program dynamic rates with the understanding that the utility’s 

offering should not cause competitive harm “where the customers are not actively 

discouraged from switching to competitive supply.”  Final Order at 46, ICC Docket No. 

09-0263 (Oct. 14, 2009).  Neither CUB/ELPC nor any other party to this proceeding has 

advocated that Ameren’s dynamic pricing tariffs should actively discourage customers 

from switching to competitive supply; indeed, CUB/ELPC would encourage ARES to 

consider offering dynamic pricing rates for customers that would help them lower their 

energy usage and overall energy bills.  In Docket 06-0691, the Commission approved the 

use of an independent contractor to implement a real-time rate for Ameren’s customers 

while still obligating the Company to offer such a rate, finding that the IDC rules would 

not apply to such an independent contractor.  Final Order at 19, ICC Docket No. 06-0691 

(Dec. 20, 2006).  Neither CUB/ELPC nor any other party has objected to the use of an 
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independent contractor to market to implement a dynamic rate offering as long as the 

Commission obligates the Company to make such an offer.  The IDC Rules provide the 

ARES, rightfully, with protection against the incumbent utility from offering anti-

competitive services.  CUB/ELPC recognize the importance of these rules, but as 

explained above they simply do not apply to the situation at hand.  The Commission 

should require Ameren to offer, at least, a TOU rate to its customers in order to maximize 

the benefits from implementation of Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan. 

4. The Commission Should Require AIC to Change its Distribution 
Generation Interconnection Procedures 

Ameren claims that because the benefits from distributed generation are not 

quantified by the Company, they are thus beyond the scope of rehearing.  AIC Init. Br. on 

Reh’g at 23.  The scope of rehearing granted by the Commission is defined by the 

Company’s petition, which requested rehearing on whether “the benefits of [Ameren’s] 

AMI deployment exceed its costs.”  AIC Petition for Reh’g at 5, ICC Docket No. 12-

0244 (June 28, 2012).  The EIMA expressly contemplates the promotion of the 

deployment and integration of distributed generation resources as a “benefit” of AMI 

deployment and requires the Commission to consider the greater integration of 

distributed power resources in its cost-benefit inquiry.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a).  Indeed, 

Ameren includes “the metering capability to adapt to distributed generation” as a 

functionality of the infrastructure the Company intends to deploy and as a component of 

the types of meters that AIC intends to purchase.  AIC Ex. 2.2Rh at 5; 13.   

The commitment AIC has made to making net metering an essential component 

of AMI technology is for naught if the Revised AMI Plan does not include a commitment 

to remove technical barriers to the adoption of distributed generation.  “[E]nablement of 
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distributed generation” is expressly listed as an additional benefit of AMI installation in 

the Company’s Revised AMI Plan.  AIC Ex. 2.2RH at 22.  That Ameren failed to 

quantify those additional benefits does not remover the Commission’s obligation to 

examine the benefits of increased distributed generation resulting from Ameren’s AMI 

deployment, especially since the General Assembly explicitly requires the Commission to 

consider those benefits in its cost-benefit inquiry.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a). 

Ameren claims that CUB/ELPC has not provided a convincing case that AIC 

should post maps regarding the distribution grid or make the interconnection application 

process web-based.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 23.  But Ameren does not contest Mr. 

Thomas’ testimony that the current interconnection process requires significant time, 

effort, and money before an individual customer can ascertain whether she is located in a 

portion of the grid where interconnection is technically feasible or likely to benefit the 

customer.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 21-22.  Mr. Thomas pointed out that AIC can 

publish maps or other information that display existing distributed resources to inform 

potential applicants of feeders that require a higher level of study.  Id.   

Although AIC is concerned with grid security, at least four other utilities across 

the country have established websites with maps and useful information on 

interconnection.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 22-23.  The Commission should order AIC to 

work with CUB, ELPC, ComEd, ICC Staff and others to discuss ways to modify 

distributed generation interconnection procedures as it ordered ComEd to do in its AMI 

deployment plan proceeding.  Final Order at 50, ICC Docket No. 12-0298 (June 22, 

2012).   

5. The Commission Should Require AIC to Expand Its Customer 
Education Plan 
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Ameren argues that the Commission decided, in the initial phase of this 

proceeding, that Ameren’s AMI Plan contained sufficient detail in its consumer education 

plan.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 22.  Nevertheless, AIC expanded the discussion on this 

section of the revised AMI Plan with communications strategies and tailored messaging.  

AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 23.  Clearly, then, the consumer education portion of the plan is 

different than the one presented in the initial phase of this proceeding.  The 

Commission’s decision regarding that same portion of Ameren’s Initial AMI Plan does 

not bless the Company’s significant revisions presented in this Revised AMI Plan.  A 

further look at the consumer education portion of Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan is 

warranted on rehearing, especially given that the Commission has stated that a consumer 

education plan related to AMI deployment should have as its highest objective the 

“effective delivery of practical instruction, analysis, and information that enables and 

encourages customer action to capture economic benefits as quickly as possible.”  Final 

Order at 23, ICC Docket No. 12-0298 (June 22, 2012). 

Ameren claims that CUB/ELPC has not offered any different, detailed proposals 

for AIC’s consideration.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 23.  This argument inappropriately 

shifts the burden of proof onto Intervenors to prove the unreasonableness of Ameren’s 

Revised AMI Deployment Plan.  Nevertheless, Mr. Thomas specifically testified that 

AIC should commit “to educate consumers about the opportunities to benefit from AMI 

technologies, namely through participation in energy efficiency and demand response 

programs.”  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 35-36.  Ameren does not explain how the Revised 

AMI Deployment Plan does so educate its customers.  Indeed, the sole instance of 

including energy efficiency in actual customer messaging is a general statement about the 
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concept of energy efficiency as a “Proposed Key Message Component.”  AIC Ex. 2.1RH 

at 274.  Instead, like the Commission made clear in ComEd’s AMI proceeding, customer 

education plans must focus “on specific actions customers with AMI meters can take to 

realize economic benefits from AMI meters.”  Final Order at 23, ICC Docket 12-0298 

(June 22, 2012).   

Based on his experience with other utilities implementing AMI across the 

country, Mr. Meehan noted that although AIC’s Revised AMI Plan includes an additional 

$23 million in costs for customer engagement, the Revised AMI Plan lacks detail of how 

AIC will decide to spend that money, what types of organizations they will contract with, 

or how they will actually deploy the funds.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 3.0RH at 8.  These specific 

concerns raised by two different witnesses upon rehearing in this proceeding should not 

be ignored by the Commission just because the Commission approved a very different 

consumer education plan upon Ameren’s first try.  As noted by Mr. Thomas and Mr. 

Meehan, this revised consumer education plan represents real costs and, hopefully, real 

benefits resulting from implementation of Ameren’s Revised AMI Plan.  Thus, the 

Commission should order Ameren to collaborate with stakeholders on best practices for 

educating consumers.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 35-36. 

6. The Commission Should Order AIC to Analyze Other AMI 
Deployment Scenarios 

Ameren argues that the Commission found that AIC’s suggested deployment 

schedule in its initial AMI Deployment Plan satisfied the requirements of the EIMA.  

                                                       
4 The Consumer Education Portion of the Revised AMI Plan does contain the term 
“energy efficiency” in its description of three different customer segments identified by 
the Company on pages 30 and 31.  These descriptions do not contain actual messaging 
sent to customers or descriptions of such messages. 
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AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 21 (citing Ameren Illinois, Docket 12-0244, Order (May 29, 

2012)).  Nevertheless, Ameren admits that the Company revised the deployment scenario 

upon rehearing.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 21.  Ameren claims that the proposed 

deployment schedule on rehearing realizes the most operational benefits in the quickest 

amount of time from reductions in cost of service.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 21.  What 

Ameren’s analysis fails to consider, however, are the customer benefits that can be 

realized under alternative deployment scenarios.   

Mr. Thomas testified that the choice of which 38% of Ameren’s service territory 

to not deploy meters to affects the costs and benefits of implementing Ameren’s Revised 

AMI Plan.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 33.  Although AIC has identified segments of 

customers who respond differently to messaging and education and thus participate in 

dynamic pricing at differing levels, the Revised AMI Plan does not consider the relative 

presence or absence of these segments in choosing to deploy to the 62% of its service 

territory lacking AMR investment.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 34; AIC Ex. 2.2Rh at 24.  

But Ameren claims that analyzing deployment with the density of operating centers in 

mind would be neither practical nor efficient, and that CUB/ELPC cannot dictate what 

deployment scenario AIC should use.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 21-22.  To be clear, 

CUB/ELPC is not dictating what deployment scenario AIC should use, but rather 

CUB/ELPC argues that the EIMA requires analyzing multiple deployment scenarios. 

Indeed, the Company’s own testimony indicates that there could be benefits that 

are left on the table from Ameren’s current deployment schedule.  Ameren admits that 

accelerating the benefits realized under the Revised AMI Plan increases the Net Present 

Value of AIC’s Plan, maximizing the consumer benefits to be achieved from its 
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implementation.  AIC Ex. 3.0RH at 5.  Accelerating the deployment of AMI technology 

to customers with higher propensities to engage in energy use changes should also 

increase the Net Present Value of AIC’s proposed investments, maximizing the consumer 

benefits to be achieved from its implementation.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 35.  In 

ComEd’s AMI case, based upon the recommendations of Intervenors to that proceeding, 

the Commission found that a change to the utility’s proposed deployment schedule based 

on the realization of benefits had merit.  Final Order at 14, ICC Docket 12-0298 (June 22, 

2012).  Here, the Commission should require Ameren to fully evaluate the costs and 

benefits of a deployment schedule that deploys AMI meters to customer based on 

maximizing all quantifiable benefits from implementation. 

7. The Commission Should Order AIC to Include Additional 
Tracking Measures 

CUB/ELPC witness Mr. Thomas recommends adoption of twenty additional 

tracking measures (one of which overlaps with Ameren’s proposed metrics and 

milestones (Tracking Measure #1)) to provide a transparent yardstick against which the 

Commission, stakeholders, and consumers can see how the deployment of AMI affects 

Ameren’s customers.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 31.  Ameren’s proposed metrics and 

milestones are insufficient to provide that yardstick since they lack a goal, date, or 

timeline for implementation required of effective measures of utility performance and 

only address installation performance without capturing the promise of customer and 

environmental benefits.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 3.0RH at 9, 17.  Mr. Thomas testified to the 

process the Commission could follow to operationalize the tracking measures he 

proposed.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 28.   
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AIC witness Mr. Abba claims certain tracking measures (#18 and #19) are beyond 

the scope of AMI deployment, although he admits they are related to smart grid 

technology.  AIC Ex. 8.0RH at 27-28.  Yet, the Commission has found that the metrics 

proposed by CUB/ELPC are “useful and will provide valuable information as ComEd 

progresses toward full deployment.”  Final Order at 19, ICC Docket No. 12-0298 (June 

22, 2012).  Ameren argues that the Commission’s initial order in this proceeding already 

found that the metrics and milestones included in the original AMI Plan adequately 

addressed the statutory requirement.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 18 (citing Ameren Illinois, 

Docket 12-0244, Order (May 29, 2012, p. 25).   

As a last resort, Ameren claims that the trackers do not have baselines, annual 

goals, penalties, are beyond the scope of AMI deployment, are too vague, are too costly, 

and may be unrelated to AIC’s operations.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 19.  Yet Mr. 

Thomas’ testimony acknowledged the differences between ComEd and Ameren, and 

noted that the Commission can implement the same tracking measures with different 

baselines to accommodate for the differences.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 32.  Indeed, in 

ComEd’s case, the Commission has ordered the utility to include a baseline for each 

measure in its next AMI Plan update filing.  Final Order at 19, ICC Docket No. 12-0298 

(June 22, 2012).  In this case, Mr. Thomas explained that the development of the specific 

measures to implement the suggested tracking measures should be done through his 

suggested collaborative workshop process.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 6, 42. 

To its credit, Ameren does note that “[a]t some point, after further dialogue, with 

additional information, research, and understanding,” Ameren may determine that it 

makes sense to include more trackers in their AMI Plan.  AIC Init. Br. on Reh’g at 19.  
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This however does not address CUB/ELPC’s concern that it might then too late to 

provide all stakeholders with the information required to determine whether Ameren’s 

implementation of its AMI Plan does, in fact, deliver the benefits projected on rehearing.  

CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 28-29.  The discussion on whether additional tracking 

measures are necessary should begin now.   

The list of tracking measures proposed by Mr. Thomas closely resembles the list 

the Commission approved for ComEd, offering the Commission the ability to establish 

statewide measures for utility performance under the EIMA.  CUB/ELPC Ex. 2.0RH at 

31.  AG witness Mr. Horny supported Mr. Thomas’ recommendation.  AG Ex. 1.0 on 

Reh’g at 5.  Thus, in order to ensure that Ameren’s customers actually receive the 

benefits envisioned by the General Assembly, and to do so in a standardized way, the 

Commission should require Ameren to include the complete list of tracking measures 

identified in CUB/ELPC Exhibit 2.2RH. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 

The Commission should reject Ameren’s AMI Plan as presented because it does 

not include the commitments from Ameren necessary to ensure that Ameren customers 

who are paying for these AMI investments will receive the benefits of those investments.  

Instead, the Commission should approve Ameren’s AMI Plan conditionally upon the 

modifications proposed herein.   
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